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“I really liked the jazz
version of “My Favorite
Things” that we played.
It’s like the version in
The Sound of Music but
it’s a rendition that John
Coltrane did. It’s up-tempo
and fast and fun.”
-sophomore Gavin
Owens
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Knights of Steel ‘travel’ to Trinidad by playing ‘Pan in A Minor’
Even with her head down, the bright lights radiate
in junior Emma Ollier’s eyes. The fluorescent bulbs,
hanging in the percussion room of the band hall,
ricochet off of the silvery dents in the steel drums,
creating beams of reflected light.
The Knights of Steel have been playing nonstop
since the beginning of class. They are taking on the
challenge of playing pan music from one of the world’s
biggest steel drum musical competitions, Panorama.
The Panorama takes place about 2,707 miles away
from the band hall, but through the music that Ollier
and the other 13 members of the steel drum band are
playing, the festival seems much closer.
Panorama is a steel drum competition that has
been filling the streets in Trinidad during Carnival since
1963. The competition holds immense significance to
pan players and Trinidadians alike.
“It serves a cultural and historic purpose,”
instructor Matt Ehlers said. “Panorama is really
one of the things that helped steel drum advance.
And because of Carnival, that’s how pan started, to
celebrate Carnival. It has a lot of historic roots.”
Knights of Steel director Matt Ehlers traveled to
the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago to compete in
Panorama in 2009, performing with a different steel
drum band, The Invaders. After the Invaders just missed
making it to the finals round, Ehlers decided he still
wanted to make the most of his final week in Trinidad,
“so I went down the road, to what was the closest band,”
Ehlers said. “They were called The Silverstars. Right then,

So we all headed back to the panyard, which is where
they rehearse, and we all got out the pans and had this
huge party, we played all night.”
With the help of Panorama winners Ehlers and CJ
Menge, the advanced Knights of Steel learned “Pan in
A minor.”
“Pan in A minor is one of the most famous calypso
tunes of all time.” Ehlers said. “In April, our guest artist
was Liam Teague, and he arranged this.”
The Knights of Steel are unaccustomed to playing
a piece arranged for a 100-member steel band, but
accepting the challenge is part of what makes the
spring semester the best part of the steel drum year.
SIX O' CLOCK SAMBA: Junior Chloe
Ollier, a second-year player, has never played an
Andrews, freshman Cora Green, sophomore Nick
instrument before taking up steel drums, and can’t
Applewhite, freshman Ocean Reilly and freshman
read music, but she is all in on the Panorama process.
Benek Danenfelzer perform with the Samba Knights
“The idea of it was overwhelming,” Ollier said, “but
at the Inside Out Concert in the MAC on Feb. 21.
the actual undertaking has not been bad at all, and I
The Samba Knights took special cues from director
am really enjoying it.”
Matt Ehlers, which he communicated by whistling
While the process of learning a new instrument
different rhythms. Photo by Scarlett Houser.
was challenging, the skill is something Ollier hopes to
they were in fourth place, and I kind of learned their tune continue in the future,
“I am actually graduating this summer, but I know
and then auditioned for them, and made it.”
Austin has a community Steel Drums Band and that is
After performing, Ehlers recalls what happened
something I am interested in doing.”
next: “We played and we weren’t really anticipating
Although the Knights Of Steel won’t be attending
winning, but we had a great show and it was so much
fun. We didn’t even stick around for awards. We ended the 2019 Panorama, they have been able to grow
up going to see a band play, they call it a fet, it’s like a closer to their instrument and art being participating in
this essential part of the culture.
party with a band. And as we were waiting in line to
—story by Mira MacLaurin
get in, a friend of ours called, and said, ‘Y’all just won!’

“Coats for
Kids is great
because all
you have to
do is drop
off a coat,
and you get
to go to an
ice cream
party, which
is a great
incentive.”
—junior Mira
MacLaurin
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“This song was difficult
for some kids to learn
because the key can be
challenging for certain
instruments. For some
instruments, playing songs
with a certain key can be
hard while it can be easy
for another.”
-junior Joseph
Roddy

“‘Four’ is catchy and
super high energy. The
lead trumpet was a ton of
fun [to play.] The tempo
was really quick, and the
style is really hard to get
right at times.”
-senior
Chance Green
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“‘Hunting Wabbits’
because it is just such an
awesome and fun song
with so many cool parts
that make it unique from
anything else that I have
listened to before.”
-junior
Dexter Canning

1. DOMAIN DOMINATION:
Jazz Band members sophomore
Gavin Owens, junior Jackson
Bennett and sophomore Phoenix
Bozeman play at the Domain on
Dec. 5. “The Domain performance
was really fun, because we got to
hang out and watch some of the
jazz bands play, and then we got to
play for some of our peers,” Owens
said. Photo by Madelynn Niles
2. ALL THAT JAZZ:
Sophomore Austin Cobb smiles
as he plays guitar with the jazz
band at its annual holiday concert
at the Domain. “We don’t perform
a ton, so it’s good that we can
finally start to show everyone
what we’ve been practicing for
months,” Cobb said. Photo by
Madelynn Niles.
3. JAM SESSION: Freshman
Isabella Gutierrez and junior
Angelina Flack practice steel
drums during their class period.
“My favorite part about being
in steel drums is learning new
music and doing concerts so
we can show all our friends and
parents what we have learned,”
Flack said. Photo by Sarah Crow.

“My Favorite
Things”
John
Coltrane

TO THEIR OWN BEAT: Sophomore Julian Smith, junior Reagan
Welch and junior Sarah Derion and the rest of the The Knights of
Steel joined the Bowie Steel band and the Inside Out Steel band for
a steel drum concert in the MAC on Feb. 21. The concert was held
in February so that it would coincide with the Trinidad and Tobago
Carnival. ”I love playing with the other steel bands because we can all
come together to play the songs we had been working on so long to
learn,” junior Emma Ollier said. Photo by Scarlett Houser.
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The PALS said
thank you to all
of the students
who dropped
off coats during
the weeklong
Coats For
Kids donation
drive with an
ice-cream party
during the
second half of
fourth period.
The coat drive
was a charitable
joint venture
between the
PALS, AVID and
the Key Club.
Photo by Aidan
Decker.
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